
Submission Dialogue 

 

January 3, 2008 

 

A submission for you. Thank you for your time. 

Thanks! 

-S 

__________________________ 

S is a shuffle footed basket of slurs. He likes coffee, beer, and Boolean algebra. He lives 

in B with his wife and two children. He has a masters degree in experimental 

psychology and is working on masters degrees in computer science and creative writing 

at J University. He has been published or has work forthcoming (mostly forthcoming) in 

Juked, Word Riot, Edifice Wrecked, Thieves Jargon, Monkeybicycle, Eyeshot, elimae, 

Johnny America, Sein und Werden, 3AM Magazine, Wandering Army, the Flask Review, 

Mississippi Crow, Boston Literary Magazine, Clockwise Cat, the Houston Literary 

Review, and Art and Prose Magazine. 

 

 

Old Ladies 

 

An insurgency of old maids limber up pie arms and crack backed menopause muscles; 

dough fluff truculent recipe binders vomit secrets no man will taste; sarcophagus bed 

sheets unwind like fish wrap; newspaper headlines read ‘old ladies like pies’.  

 

Knead smooth and imbue with penicillin their night nap blues fish squander pills; the 

old dirty ladies need penicillin to live and more newspaper for winding when the light 

mocking parked moon splays its legs and queefs shadows and drips dreams in opulent 

puddles.  

 

Old silver backed men tire of rolling penicillin laced old shoes in yesterday’s news, 

inverted paintbrush moustaches wiggling with a young ape’s desire for branch bending 

and lethargic serenade seat humping crescendo slap-faced car parking.  

 

The moon farts white memories of day against night’s vinyl bench; a night squawk of 

randy old ladies in feathers and capes and shawls hurl pies at question-mark faced male 

letter-bagged pseudo-suitors door chiming for signatures and innocuous tooth wagging. 



Pies shaped like children warm on bug chewed sills casting lines for would be gampies 

beseeching the manumition of sour gummed oblivion for the sullied convolutions, sulci 

and gyri, of tree stumped, annum ringed osteo-barbed grandma thighs.  

 

Running limp-legged down tick-tock gauntlets the old ladies curtsy; Chronos’ spidersilk 

smile suspends dump truck beads of slobber; chewing hourglasses, loosing jaundiced 

teeth, he spits bisected years and broken stained glass jigsaw recollections;  

 

The double jointed arms of golden youth swing nylon knee-socks brimming with 

doorknobs and couger-rands, clubbing the hell out of all of the wander hunched old 

maids, missing not a one.  

 

And the young dance and call this music. 

 

 

 

February 5, 2008 

 

hi S - 

 

i want to get back with you about your submission “Old Ladies”. 

 

see, i'm losing my faith in this notion of the prose poem. i'm starting to develop an idea 

about the "prosaic poem" as opposed to the verse poem. it's an issue of diction more 

than format, lineation. i'm finding that the more i look into the lyrical essays and 

creative non-fiction that attracts me, the more i am seeing it as poetic essay. or prosaic 

poem. 

 

in that respect, your piece fits the bill, and this prosaic poem thing is rapidly taking 

shape as the theme for the third issue due out july 1st. i would, however, like to press 

you a bit on the idea of how your piece expresses a writer's attitude toward the craft of 

writing. it's not that i think it doesn't, per se, but i'm interested in having a little dialogue 

with you on this point. 

 

i hope you are willing to indulge me. 

 



thanks for keeping agora journal in mind. 

--  

editor kaen 

 

 

 

February 6, 2008 

 

hi kaen, 

 

this is the most cryptic letter-from-the-editor that i've ever received; i don't know if you 

liked this piece or are poking fun at it. 

 

in either case, i'll gladly indulge you. 

 

i wrote this at my desk, at work, in the span of ten minutes. my attitude towards this 

piece was that it was a first crack at putting a few actual thoughts onto the page as they 

happened, in realtime, without editing them into the coherent workaday "prosaic" 

thoughts that most people choose to expose to the world. this was an exercise in high 

energy verbal improv where i persued a vague theme until i thought i could take it no 

further. 

 

afterwards, i wasn't quite sure what it was. it was slightly poemish, slightly prosey. i'll 

let the reader decide and have them pigeonhole it for me, i thought. 

i really didn't care which one people considered it; it was fun to write it and that's all 

that mattered to me. 

 

i can quite honestly tell you that i wrote "Old Ladies" without even the slightest 

intention of imbuing it with any sort of meta-awareness that it was a piece about a 

writer's attitude towards the craft of writing. 

 

things are what they are unless they aren't. 

 

let me know, 

-S 

 



 

 

February 7, 2008 

 

hi S - 

 

i am going to take that "most cryptic letter-from-the-editor" appellation and use it 

somehow. it's complimentary and beautifully describes my thought process. to wit, i like 

your piece; it's just i'm not quite sure how i like it. so thank you for indulging me. 

 

will you allow me a couple of observations, then? 

 

the process you describe sounds similar, if not the same, as the type of SOC that 

Kerouac used, and was/is popular with Beat afficianados, among others [ Lynn 

Hejinian's "My Life" jumps to mind ]; on the flip-side, the results of this process have 

been described by Leslie Fiedler as "ecstatic schoolgirl anti-style." 

 

as an editor, i tend to deal with things as they are, with an eye to making them better 

express what they are. that being the case, i'm not terribly troubled that you wrote this 

piece "without even the slightest intention of imbuing it with any sort of meta-

awareness." that's likely what saves it from Fiedler's criticism, and an interesting 

distinction between Beats and L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E poets. 

 

likewise, the writer's intention, in my experience, generally interferes with things being 

what they are, contributing a great deal instead to the "unless they aren't" clause [ cf. 

Wimsatt & Beardsley's "The Intentional Fallacy" ]. and since you've been genial by 

indulging me, i'm going to go one step further and press you a bit more. 

 

if you were to take the text of "Old Ladies" and run it through Burroughs' & Gysin's 

non-linear adding machine found here, http://www.23degrees.net/cutup/#notice, would 

you consider the result to be things still being what they are? 

 

if so, and you were to take the text, again using the non-linear adding machine, and 

splice it with the three paragraph indulgence you wrote describing your process, would 

we still have a instance of things being what they are, or have we moved into unless 

territory? 



let me acknowledge that i may have just crossed a line. not all of my contributors care 

for my style of editorial involvement. if this is the case with you, i don't take offense. 

but if i have piqued your interest, i'd like to see you to play around with your text a bit. 

 

of course, i could do this myself, but it's not my piece. it's yours. i hope you do not feel 

that i am poking fun, either; i would not waste either of our time. if anything, i'm being 

overly serious. these are precisely the questions that i am intersted in investigating. 

 

i'd be happy for you to play along, understanding if you choose to decline. no hurries: 

mull, contemplate, chew thoroughly. 

 

thanks for keeping agora journal in mind. 

--  

editor kaen 

 

 

 

February 8, 2008 

 

Hi Kaen,  

 

Crossing lines is what makes this interesting. It is nice to find an editor with a 

philosophical disposition. 

 

I like that. 

 

I took the liberty of running your last email through the Burroughs non-linear meaning 

atomizer and the results were quite entertaining.  

 

Here is a sample: 

 

"as an what they are, thought process. text of "Old text a bit. and press you let me 

acknowledge hi sean - things being what cf. Wimsatt & questions that i could do this 

journal in mind. "most cryptic letter-from-the-editor" like your piece; this piece 

"without sounds similar, if likewise, the writer's as the type around with your if anything, 

of course, i not all of it. so even the slightest them better express to take the it with the if 



you were process you describe with things being to wit, i editor, i tend"  

 

The generated text bore a slight resemblance to what one would expect to hear from an 

ischemic James Joyce, rousted suddenly from a whiskey soaked dream by a bobbie's 

bludgeon. As you can see, meaning is lost in translation and what remains are empty 

words, wispy cicada shells blowing around the page. Things are transformed such that 

they are no longer what they are, I suppose.  

 

This is truely "unless they aren't" territory. 

 

"Unless they aren't" words is what makes this parlor game look feasible on the surface; 

however, we both know that they are words, words which by convention have certain 

meanings and uses. This is what makes writing interesting, this taking advantage of 

common word meaning to create uncommon imagery and suborning expectations in 

order to pass a sneaky little meme into some unsuspecting, headscratching schlub in his 

easy chair. Randomly cutting up text is how kidnappers send letters in the movies; it 

may be amusing to look at, but I doubt you'd really want to receive one, either in the 

mail or through your submissions mailbox. It is a little creepy and it just cannot recreate 

the natural cadence of thought, that ubiqutous "what is" of all interesting writing. 

 

Finishing a warm beer, 

-S 

 

 

 

February 9, 2008 

 

hi S - 

 

what's interesting to me is how your response raises more questions with me. for 

instance, a warm beer in february? i hope it was a guiness. 

 

true, true, "they are words, words which by convention have certain meanings and 

uses." i can see that the words i used to express my idea didn't convey my thought very 

well. in verse, the unit of meaning is not the word, but the line; Denise Levertov's "On 

the Function of the Line" is a good articulation of this vers libre aesthetic stance. in 



prose, though, the unit of meaning is the sentence. 

 

my email used in your example could be reorganized, not randomly but permutated non-

linearly, along the unit of meaning thus: 

 

if anything, i'm being overly serious. of course, i could do this myself, but it's not my 

piece. thanks for keeping agora journal in mind. these are precisely the questions that i 

am interested in investigating. but if i have piqued your interest, i'd like to see you to 

play around with your text a bit. Wimsatt & Beardsley's "The Intentional Fallacy" ]. it's 

yours. it's complimentary and beautifully describes my thought process. likewise, the 

writer's intention, in my experience, generally interferes with things being what they are, 

contributing a great deal instead to the "unless they aren't" clause [ cf. and since you've 

been genial by indulging me, i'm going to go one step further and press you a bit more. 

as an editor, i tend to deal with things as they are, with an eye to making them better 

express what they are. so thank you for indulging me. 

 

and you can see that i missed one period/space instance that broke the model, but not 

without completely uninteresting results. 

 

the argument could be made that in a text of x number of sentences, after x-squared 

number of permutations [ & this may be the wrong mathematical expression ] the 

arrangement of sentences would return to their original form. this is a more subtle 

process than the truly random 100 monkeys typing for 100 years and generating the 

works of shakespeare, though the principle remains the same. the difference is the 

former's organization being based on the already established unit of meaning, and the 

latter's having to first generate meaningful combinations of letters into words which 

then must be combined into meaningful syntactic structures which then in their turn 

must be organized in meaningful "thought". 

 

i guess at this point i would ask you if my non-linear permutation above occupies the 

same "unless they aren't" territory that your example does. 

 

i don't think of this principled selectivity as trying to "pass a sneaky little meme into" 

someone's head. if i did then i must also admit to there being no qualitative difference 

between recombining sentences non-linearly and "putting a few actual thoughts onto the 

page as they happened, in realtime, without editing them", which i am loathe to do. in 



neither case is meaning being atomized, though, because meaning in a text does not 

reside in individual words but in the thought that is expressed through the combination 

of those words; a gestalt, if you like. Ginsberg's "first thought, best thought" maxim 

does not equal first word, best word, for precisely this reason: that words have 

conventional meanings and usages ascribed to them, meanings and usages that are 

contextually derived. 

 

Yeats was deeply involved in automatic writing, a parlour game with or without the 

mentalism association. parlour games form the basis for any number of poetic forms: 

the villanelle, the sestina, the sonnet even. your earlier explanation of "a high energy 

verbal improv where i persued a vague theme" sounds rather like a solo performance of 

Illôt-Mollo, with the vague theme taking the place of the other participants, much as the 

end words of the sestina suggest the lines of meaning that lead to them. 

 

i have never heard described "the natural cadence of thought," but i'm quite struck by 

that idea; Dadaists and Surrealists were giving voice to the unconscious, but what i am 

understanding by your phrase is more along the lines of what Steven Pinker calls 

"mentalese." this is dangerously close to the whole Whorfian Hypothesis notion that 

there is some causal connection between thought and language, whereas your improv 

suggests an un-thinkingness, or perhaps better, a sublimated thought manifesting itself. 

this makes me think of free-form jazz as someone like Eric Dolphy saw it. 

 

what i find happening in this email is the virulent nature of language that is needed to 

express thought, my original thought, intentioned thought, which seems to be restictive 

rather than opening the response that arises in the reader. on the other hand, the lack of 

specificity in my previous email led to a more open response from you, thus the 

questions that that in turn generated in me. 

 

at this point, i am a little concerned that my line of questioning has become a guv'nor, 

and will throttle the open response that i'm hoping to hear from you. what the hell, 

right? i'm willing to take that risk because it could lead to something fantastic. 

 

--  

editor kaen 

 

 



This was the end of the correspondence. 

 

No one appreciates some one questioning their taste in beer. 

 

 


